INTRODUCTION
MacMillan, then with the Dominion Forestry Branch, asserted that many sectors of the Canadian economy had received government subsidies, pro tection and other assistance. Agriculture, he argued, had benefited greatly from the Dominion Experimental Farm system; could not a similar form of government aid be given the for est products industries? He called for 'the establishing and maintenance of experimental laboratories where skilled chem ists and pulp and paper experts will be encouraged to develop uses for woods, and wood waste now thought unsuitable for use in wood pulp manufacture.' Revenues from such improvements, he felt, would easily repay government expenditures and the country would benefit from the growth of the pulp and paper industry. The United States Forest Products Laboratory in Wisconsin cost $45,000 per year, a small sum when compared to the value of the industry's products. MacMillan went on to become one of the major figures in the British Columbia for est products industry. The vicissitudes of the research fa cility he recommended form the subject matter of this paper.
THE EARLY ENVIRONMENT
In the first third of the twentieth century, the pulp and paper industry underwent profound changes both in the role played by science and in its perception of the place of science. The two were closely intermeshed and were mutually reinforcing. Looking back thirty years from 1933, VI.G. MacNaughton offered the opinion that 'at the beginning of the period under consideration, it is safe to say that the control of the processes depended entirely on the skill of the mill superintendent with the aid of his most skilled assistants.' 2 A form of the apprentice-journeyman-master route brought an individual to a leading technical job in a mill. Little or no attention was paid to waste materials. There was no dif ferentiation in the basic processes among types of paper. The output volume was low. Over the next three decades, the Freeness Test and other developments gave the uniformity of The transition from the university to the mill was a difficult one. Especially in the early years, the information which the young chemist brought with him was often out-of-date or inapplicable, earning for him the general contempt of exper ienced operatives who may also not have shared his social background. This lack of practical experience not infre quently resulted in chemists finding themselves in positions of authority for which they were not qualified. In his tes timony to the Cronyn Committee, McGill Professor R.F. Ruttan argued that Canadian mills were not able to compete in terms of quality with English, Swedish and Norwegian mills as the industry lacked the needed personnel with a university level training in pulp and paper science. When the artificial con ditions of the just-concluded war ended, Ruttan warned, Canada would again be exposed to the full force of world com petition. Only science could guarantee trading success so necessary to the Canadian economy. Other wood-using industries were urged to support the reten tion of the complete Forest Products Laboratories in the new Institute. For the research system to work, the magazine re minded its readers (and such reminders were needed) that the cooperation of mill operatives was necessary to provide in formation and identify problems for the research institute and for continuous communication while the problems were being worked on. As well, such operatives must be qualified and willing to interpret and apply results. Thus in fact, VVthC and other boosters of pulp and paper science had no illusions that what they were advocating was a fundamental transforma tion of the industry. Noting the gulf between, as we would now say, invention and innovation, PPMC acknowledged that the process of technical change was intricate:
The equipment manufacturer is not sure of the extent to which the new process or machine will be adopted, and this in turn rests, first on the ability of the mill executive to appreciate its earning power, and the operating department to be induced to change either mental attitude or mechanical apparatus, and on the necessity of extensive changes for the borrowing of more capital.18 PAPRICAN may be seen as one of the most conspicuous successes of the movement for scientific industrial research in Canada.^ 
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Of course PAPRICAN did survive and prosper, eventually moving into extensive new facilities in suburban Pointe Claire. In the words of one scholar, it is 'a model of inter-sector integration' 29 in a country where government-industryuniversity cooperation has often been weak. In addition to the Freeness Test, the FPL-PAPRICAN has made significant con tributions to the understanding of the fundamental chemistry of sulphite pulping, the hydrating of pulp by beating, al kaline cooking of wood for pulp, pulp bleaching, grinding, the development and standardization of laboratory methods and testing procedures.
CONCLUSION
The succession of the FPL by PAPRICAN at McGill was mirrored by, and intimately related to, changes in the nature of the Canadian pulp and paper industry. In 1913 it was, to use the contemporary term, a wood-using industry. Its technical basis consisted of the pulping processes developed during the nineteenth century and implemented by experienced craftsmen. The industry maintained an arms-length relationship with the new government research facility it shared with other forest products industries. Twenty years later the industry was, and perceived itself as, a cellulose industry. It could boast per haps a dozen in-house research and development units and scores of professional chemists. Its trade association, the CPPA, was housed with an integrated research facility oriented to the chemical problems of the pulp and paper processes. NOTES N.B. This is an abbreviated version of a paper presented to the seminar in Canadian history at York University, May 1982. The issues will be discussed at greater length in the author's PhD dissertation.
